Discoveries: Researchers at the Low Temperature Laboratory in Finland succeeded in creating and manipulating vortices in a newly discovered superfluid phase of liquid 3 He, the light isotope of Helium. Remarkably the mass circulation of the superfluid velocity of each quantized vortex in this new state of matter is one half the usual quantum of circulation predicted for vortices in a superfluid, 2 i.e. 1 2 (h/2 m 3 ), where h is Planck's constant and m 3 is the mass of the 3 He atom. The discovery of half-quantum vortices (HQVs) in superfluid 3 He comes nearly 35 years after quantized vortices with unit circulation were first detected in rotating superfluid 3 He, 3 and 40 years since halfquantum vortices were predicted theoretically as a new class of topological defects in condensed matter. 4 That prediction, combined with more recent theoretical ideas for developing topological condensed matter as platforms for quantum information processing, led to searches for HQVs in diverse condensed matter systems, from BoseEinstein condensates of optically trapped spin S=1 23 Na atoms 5 to spin-triplet superconductors thought to be electronic analogs of superfluid 3 Superfluids are quantum phases of matter in which the atoms condense into a single macroscopically occupied quantum state, i.e. the matter as a whole is described by a complex wave function, Ψ = |Ψ| e iϑ , defined by an amplitude, |Ψ|, and phase ϑ . As such the elementary constituents that condense are necessarily Bosons. In the case of Fermi liquids like 3 He the Bosons are bound Cooper pairs of spin 1 2 Fermions. Mass flow is described by the velocity field of the Cooper pairs, v =¯h 2m 3 ∇ϑ , describing irrotational, potential flow, i.e. ∇ × v = 0. For a classical fluid confined in a vessel rotating with angular velocity Ω the equilibrium state is co-rotation of the fluid with the walls of the vessel -a flow state with circulation ∇ × v = 2 Ω. Superfluids rotate by "perforating the condensate" with lines on which the wave function vanishes. These lines define singularities, or "phase vortices", characterized by the winding number, N C , of the phase around any path C that encloses the singular line, ∆ϑ C ≡ C ∇ϑ · d l = N C × 2π. The physical requirement that the wave function for the condensate particles be a single-valued, constrains N C to take only integer values, which leads to quantization of the fluid circulation,
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, with elementary quantum of circulation given by h/2m 3 . 2 HQVs: In superfluid 3 He vortices with half a quantum of circulation, i.e. h/4m 3 , or a phase winding of C ∇ϑ · d l = π are possible. 4 In the Bose liquid 4 He, or Bose-Einstein condensate of spinless atoms, such vortices are prohibited by the requirement that Ψ be single-valued. So, why are HQVs allowed in superfluid 3 He, and how were they re-
In superfluid 3 He half-quantum vortices with circulation equal to h/4m 3 correspond to a phase winding of ∆ϑ C = π, combined with a rotation of the spin direction,d, by ∆α C = π, giving a total phase winding of 2π for the | ↓↓ spin component and zero phase winding for the | ↑↑ spin component.
vealed in the newly discovered Polar phase of 3 He? The answer to the "why" is that there is a "hidden half" to the topology of the HQV -an extra π twist -that is not related to circulation of the mass current, but rather to circulation of spin current.
Cooper pairs in superfluid 3 He are Bosons with orbital angular momentu L = 1 and total nuclear spin S = 1, the latter comprised of the two spin s = 1 2 3 He nuclear spins. The newly discovered Polar phase of 3 He confined in Nafen 7 -a highly porous nematic aerogel -is a particular realization in which the orbital state is aligned with the axisẑ of the strands of the nematic aerogel, i.e. the p-state with orbital momentum p z , and an equal amplitude superposition of Cooper pairs with opposite spin (ESP) projections, 8 | Ψ = |Ψ| e iϑ e iα | ↓↓ − e −iα | ↑↑ .
The phase angle, α, between the two components of the spin state of the Cooper pairs is the "hidden" phase allowing spinor condensates to accomodate HQVs. The HQV with ∆ϑ C = π is realized by combining the phase change with a π phase change of the internal spin state of the spinor condensate, ∆α C , to ensure the total wave function is everywhere single-valued. Alternatively, the HQV is a "conventional" 2π phase vortex in only one of the spin components, e.g. Ψ ↓↓ = |Ψ|e iϑ ↓↓ and Ψ ↑↑ = |Ψ|e iϑ ↑↑ , with ∆ϑ ↓↓ = ∆(ϑ + α) = 2π and ∆ϑ ↑↑ = ∆(ϑ − α) = 0. This also highlights the facts that (i) in addition to the mass current circulating a HQV, there is a circulating spin current and (ii) that there are two HQVs with the same mass circulation, pressing Eq. 1 as a spinor with spin projectiond · S = 0 along the directiond = cos αx + sin αŷ, that lies in the plane perpendicular to the quantization axis for the | ↑↑ spinor. Thus, the ESP state represents a condensate of antiferromagentically spin-aligned Cooper pairs. The two inequivalent HQVs then correspond to composite topological defects in which the global phase changes by, ∆ϑ C = π, combined with rotation ofd by ∆α C = ±π (c.f. Fig. 1 ). 4 NMR Detection: The ability to create the Polar phase of superfluid 3 He by infusing the liquid into Nafen 7 was key to generating and stabilizing HQVs in superfluid 3 He. Autti and colleauges created vortices by rotating superfluid 3 He confined in Nafen. They did not directly measure the mass circulation around each vortex to check if the vortices had half-quantum circulation. Rather, the key to the detection of HQVs by the Finnish team, as well as their stability, is the nuclear magnetism of superfluid 3 He. The interaction between the nuclear magnetic moments of the 3 He atoms that comprise Cooper pairs is sensitive to the relative orientation of spin quantization axis and the orbital axis of the molecular pairs, a fact that lead to the original identification of the superfluid phases of pure 3 He, 9 and to the development of NMR as a powerful spectroscopy of the spin and orbital wave function for the condensate of Cooper pairs under wide ranging conditions, and particularly for indentifying new superfluid phases in confined geometries and infused into nano-structures. 7, 10 For the Polar phase of 3 He the nuclear dipolar energy is neutralized in the interaction between HQVs with oppositely oriented spin currents, thus allowing for an array of HQVs to be established as the equilibrium state of the Polar phase of 3 He under rotation. 11 The Finnish group utilized the spin structure of pairs of HQVs with opposite-spin currents to detect arrays of HQVs, by first creating HQVs under equilibrium conditions with the magnetic field aligned along the rotation axis and the nematic axis of the Polar phase. Once the array of HQVs were created the experimenters rotated the NMR field perpendicular to the nematic axis, generating a solitary wave, a "soliton", in the orientation of the spin axis connecting pairs of HQVs that is detected as a resonance peak shifted to a frequency below the Larmor frequency. 12 This is the unique fingerprint of the pair of HQVs.
The researchers also relied on another key property of 3 He confined in nematic aerogel. Nafen is a random solid of rod-like impurites that "pin" the HQVs, preventing pairs of HQVs from combining into SQVs under rotation of the NMR field. Thus, the interaction between HQVs and the anisotropic random field of the Nafen provides both stability for the newly discovered Polar phase of 3 He as well as the stability of the HQVs from recombination into magnetically inert single-quantum mass vortices.
Looking Forward: The discovery of HQVs in superfluid
